


The Automatic Electric Home Elevator · · ·

The HomeLIFT is designed by tric light socket for less than a
experts who have been building cent a day. Quickly, inexpensive-
commercial passenger elevators ly installed in old or new homes.
for years. It operates from elec- Safe, dependable, foolproof - a

child can oper-
ate it. A boon
to older folk, in-
valids, heart patients.

Shepard also designs and builds
elevators for apartments, office
buildings, hotels, etc. Write for
literature.

THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO.
Colerain Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

The Manor House on a large l ndian Hill estate - equipped with a
Shepard HomeLlFT.

Courtesy of Tm:i

CAMBRIDGE
AERO-MIXTURE INDICATOR

This flight instrument determines the Fuel-
Air Ratio by analyzing a sample of the ex-
haust gas. It provides a continuous guide
enabling the pilot to control accurately the
all-important mixture ratio from sea level
to the highest altitude. This instrument is
used on air transports and military ships
throughout the world. Cambridge Precision
Instruments are available for both science
and industry.

OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
Moisture Indicators and Recorders Physical Testing Instruments

Surface Pvrometers Laboratory Insts. for A.C. and D.C.
Galvanometers Engineering Instruments

Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Instruments
and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CO., INC~

3732 Grand Central Terminal New York City
SEND FOR LITERATURE OF INSTRUMENTS OF USE TO YOU

Machines bearing the CINCINNATI trade-mark
have, for over 55 years, been a prominent factor
in contributing to the profitable operation of in-
dustrial plants throughout the world. You will
find them in automobile plants, aircraft factories,
oil well equipment shops, mines, glass factories,
shoe machine shops, railroad shops, and hundreds
of others. Perhaps the industry you select for
your life work can benefit directly or indirectly
through the use of machines bearing the eIN-
CINN ATI trade-mark.

~ Milling, Grinding, Broaching, Lapping, Cut-
~~~_. ter Sharpening and Die-Sinking Machines

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
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INDUSTRY FOR DEFENSE.

The Detroit River flows serenely past the home

of the Great Lakes Steel Company, one of

the multitude of increasingly active industries.



BACKBONE
Dr. R. C. Gowdy

THIS is a very difficult age in which to live. needed to deal with a single individual in our
Apart from wars and rumors of wars, life, times than with a whole people in the past." 1

even at its simplest, is very complex. In an ordi- He speaks of wisdom rather than knowledge, but
nary day an ordinary person utilizes countless what he says is perhaps more pertinent to knowl-
devices which were practically unknown only a edge than to wisdom.
few decades ago and, with or without any under- If the instantaneous present, across which the
standing of them, accomplishes what has until future flows into the past, seems also to be the
recently been impossible. dividing mark between the difficult and the easy,

After thousands of years of locomotion under it is only because all problems are simple once
his own power at speeds of a few miles an hour, they are solved, and the past is made up of facts
man has suddenly acquired transportation which accomplished.
has reduced the "day's journey" to minutes. Each age inherits the unsolved problems of the

The "voice shouting in the wilderness" can past and makes some new ones of its own devising,
now literally be heard around the world in a but it has also a legacy of accumulated knowledge
fraction of a second, and Puck's boast that he and experience and material things. That civiliza-
would "put a girdle round about the world in tion has neither reached Utopia nor has completely
forty minutes" becomes only the expression of an collapsed indicates that somehow a fair balance
inferiority complex. has been maintained.

A "stone's throw" ends, not in the nearby bush, The present picture of a world seemingly bent
but beyond the horizon. on its own destruction may be a challenge to this

The manual command of the gadgets which statement that an average equilibrium is estab-
have so increased and broadened man's activities lished, and there is more than an occasional
is controlled largely by that part of the nervous remark that mechanization, industrialization,
system which lies below the coat collar. In fact, technology-whatever name it may be called-
anyone who attempted to operate an automobile is responsible for the condition. And in a sense
for the first time by studying blueprints and this accusation must be admitted. If all imple-
figuring out the kinematics and dynamics of the mentation were removed, life would be very sim-
mechanism would soon be in a hospital or in jail. ple-a rather rugged, individualistic simplicity-

But the invention, design, and production of what might be called a simian simplicity. This is
the devices which constitute so much of our en- not an acceptable solution; it is not even a
vironment require knowledge, imagination, and thoughtful conclusion.
clear thinking. It is appalling, perhaps discour- An automobile is not bad because it is the im-
aging in a way, to consider the mass of inform a- mediate objective cause of human fatalities, for
tion which must be acquired, the techniques which it has also conferred innumerable benefits. The
must be mastered, and the seemingly exceptional radio is not an instrument of degradation because
ability which one must possess in order to succeed it may spread propaganda and inane sounds, for
-simpler, it would appear, to have been da Vinci, it can also transmit words of inspiration and
Galileo, Newton, or Faraday for whom there was tones of superlative beauty. The airplane is not
less to know and for whom almost any experiment wicked because it can carry cargo of death and
must lead to discovery. destruction, for it can also be freighted with life

Thus too, in all probability, thought the primi- and restoration. Th~ m~chine is not antiso~ial.
tive man who invented the bow and arrow after Perhaps the fault lies In the fact that technical
his great grandfather and his uncle had devised developments have been too good. Too complicated
the spear and the stone hammer. Our forefathers to be understood, their operation has been simpli-
have all had this selfish habit of leaving only the ?ed to th~ point that ~ontrol is localized. principally
difficult jobs for us to do. So did Baltasar Gracian In the spinal cord while use should be directed only
write in the middle of the seventeenth century: by the cerebrum.

"Backbone" is not constructed of vertebrae-
"Everything today has its point, but the art it is an expression of the mind located in the

of making yourself count for something the highest center of the brain.
greatest: more is demanded to produce one wise ~rom "Gracian's Manual" translated by Dr. Martin
man today than seven formerly; and more is Fisher.
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THE ENGINEERING COLLEGE AND NATIONAL
DEFENSE

Raymond W. Renn
Associate Profeesor of Coordination

Today, a very important consideration for everyone is hastening ~atio~al defense.
A vital role in this movement is being played by our own engineering college.

TWELVE months ago, the war in Europe was !:<Jwork, in time, in money, in everything but loss of
considered as a thing of remote interest to . ;life in combat. Regardless of individual beliefs

most of us insofar as it affected our personal lives. 'land desires, national actions already taken have
Historians, economists and politicians were point- placed this nation squarely behind England in her
ing out its effect on America, but the man in the fight against Nazi Germany. We can only hope to
streets still had no conception that it might concern continue as a non-combatant for so long as Eng-
him and his family in any immediate and direct land remains as a bulwark of our defense and can
way. But in the short lapse of twelve months halt th~ ~azi i~vasion at the English Chan~el.
everyone of us has come to realize that we are Hence, It IS certamly not too early for the question
very vitally affected. The passage of a selective to be raised as to how the engineering colleges of
service law brought this home to us in a startling the nation can best serve national defense.
and dramatic manner. Not only did Congress pass When the Nazi hordes swarmed through the
a selective service law, but it did so in an election Netherlands, Belgium and France, the press and
year. That fact alone was enough to warn every- radio continually called attention to the mechanical
one of the full impact of danger immediately war for which much credit was given as a cause
ahead, not only the danger of an economic strug- of the German victory. Stuka bombers, tanks,
gle with the totalitarian states, but also the danger flame-throwers, pontoon bridges and motorized
of a direct, total and devastating all-out war for infantry left no doubt of the part they played in
our very existence and our national freedom. the rout of the Allied forces. Fifth-column activ-
True, a policy of isolation is still debated with ities may have had their part, but whatever it was,
much academic fervor, but in spite of debates, the no one questions the part the tangible war machine
trend of events has gone steadily ahead, and today, played. In all of these instruments of war, as well
as never before in the peace time history of any as with the English fleet which saved England at
great nation, have such drastic measures for mil i- Dunkirk, engineering science' contributed through-
tary action taken place. out. In the machines themselves, in the fuel to run

It is taken for granted that this war will be won, them in the ammunition and the very operation of
only by total preparation, and total participation many of them, engineering science and skill is
by industries at home just as much as by actual demanded.
combat on the battlefields. Since the debacle in When the selective service bill was first drafted
Flanders in the spr~n~ .an~ early sum~er, the m~li- serious consideration was given to a clause exemp~
~ary and naval activities In both major countries ing students at all engineering colleges from ser-
Involved have. bee~ largel! devoted to attempts to vice until they had completed their engineering
destroy the vital industrial plants of each other. education. Just as important as exemption for
To. guard against disaster on he.r home front, R. O. T. C. work to prepare future officers, many
Britain has exe~ted every effor~ to Insure a steady considered it equally as important to train engi-
source of supplies from America. To those who neers. But for the claim that this was discrimina-
see t~? present. struggle as one of t~vopha~es, one tion and for the difficulty in establishing the divid-
of n:IIIta.ry. action and the other of industrial pro- ing line between a technical and non-technical
?UctIon, It IS apparent that we are already halfway student, there is great likelihood that such a clause
In the war. would have been written into the law. As a partial

compromise, the deferment of all college students
TOTAL DEFENSE NECESSARY to the end of the school year was written into the

Our national defenses are far from adequate, bill. There is little doubt that many military ex-
both industrially and from a military standpoint. perts and those charged with defense production
The only safe defense is total defense, and total would prefer to see all engineering students
defense means that each of us must sacrifice in exempted until they have finished their engineer-
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ing courses. They are the ones who will have their recheck the results of last summer's industrial
programs delayed and schedules disrupted because survey, and to submit proposals based upon this
of a shortage of properly trained engineers. survey for defense courses which could be given

at the various institutions, or under their super-
ENGINEERING DEFENSE TRAINING PROGRAM vision. T~e courses were to be in addition to :vork

already given as a part of the regular curricula,
To eliminate part of this shortage, an Engineer- or in the night schools.

ing Defense Training Program has been inaugu- In the Cincinnati area, the resurvey showed
rated by the U. S. Department of Education. results similar to the earlier survey, but shortages
John W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of Edu- in certain machine tool fields were already more
cation, and Dr. Fred J. Kelly, Chief of the Division pronounced. Providing there was no general exo-
of Higher Education, are in charge of the program. dus ·of engineers away from Cincinnati, the indi-
DeaI1 Roy A. Seaton of Kansas State College was cations were that the present output of the Un i-
made Director. On February 4,1941, 119 engineer- versity, if allowed to continue uninterrupted,
ing colleges were cooperating in organizing con- would provide most men needed for the present
centrated courses which would directly benefit de- Cincinnati industries. The shortage therefore ap-
fense industries. The country was divided into peared to be about the number and kind of engi-
twenty-two regions and Regional Advisers were neers and technicians any new industries would
appointed to help speed up the organization of the absorb from the community. The largest of these
program. Nine million dollars was appropriated industries was the Wright Engine Company and
by Congress to carry the program through June the only way a measure of actual shortages was
30, 1941. possible was to attempt to determine to what ex-

The University of Cincinnati is located in Re- tent the new Wright plant would draw upon the
gion Ten. The Regional Adviser is Dean F. L. technical reserves of Cincinnati. The Wright En-
Wilkinson, Jr., of the Speed Scientific Institute, gine Company was most cooperative in helping
University of Louisville. The engineering colleges with this estimate. As a direct result, an immedi-
in this region are the University of Cincinnati, ate need for the training of additional inspectors
University of Dayton, University of Kentucky, and production supervisors was shown. It was
University of Louisville, Ohio University and also evident that soon there would be a shortage
Antioch College. Dean Robert C. Gowdy was of tool engineers. To meet this situation, the Uni-
placed in charge of the program to be developed versity submitted proposals to the Commissioner
at the University of Cincinnati. Dean Gowdy has of Education for courses in Materials Inspection
described the earlier phases of the organization of (testing and processing) and Production Super-
this program in the COOPERATIVEENGINEERof visor (engineering). Since most of the students
October, 1940. As most of the program has been for these courses were already employed, and in-
developed since that date, a short outline of what dustry could not dispense with their services with-
has been done will be described. out further impairing production, it was necessary

The immediate concern of the Commissioner of to give all of the courses at night. Approval of the
Education was to determine the kind and number two courses was granted immediately.
of courses to be given, and which institutions
should give them. To provide a basis upon which ADDITIONAL COURSES
to work, the colleges were asked to make surveys
of their immediate territories, and to attempt to Registration for the two courses was held on
find where, and in what fields the bottlenecks of January 8. Two hundred eighty-one prospective
trained technical personnel would be likely to students appeared on registration night. Addi-
develop. Dean Gowdy discussed at some length tional authority for classes in Hamilton, Ohio, for
the results of the first survey that was made by the relief of Hamilton industries and a course in
the Coordination Department in the article men- Tool Engineering was obtained. Other courses in
tioned above. On November 9, 1940, a regional the region have been started in Louisville, Ken-
meeting of the colleges in Region Ten was held at tucky under the supervision of the University of
the University of Cincinnati. In addition to repre- Louisville. Remaining colleges in the region will
sentatives of the colleges in the region, the Wright undoubtedly carry out similar programs. Not all
Aeronautical Corporation, the Industrial Associa- of these colleges are as favorably situated as Cin-
tion of Cincinnati and the U. S. Civil Service Com- cinnati and Louisville, and much of the work in
mission were represented at the conference. As some areas will have to be carried out under the
a result of this meeting all colleges were asked to extension course method in cities distant from the
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colleges, and similar to the Hamilton program of leges of this city area 'graduate each June only
the University of Cincinnati. 1,200 engineers of all kinds, while the total for

The University of Cincinnati is contributing the nation is only 12,000.
indirectly to the program in its regular night "In other words, the aviation industry of this
school courses. It is well to point out that these area alone could absorb at least half the entire
emergency courses do not offer competition to the normal yearly output of graduate engineers in
regular night or day school program. No college the whole country."
credit is given for completion of the courses, and . .
obviously they are not as extensive in scope as The question of operatmg college~ throughout
work given in the regular curricula. Rather they ~he summer in orde~ to g~aduate engineers earlier
were installed, as their name indicates, for the spe- IS also. under consideration, Insof~r as the co-
cific purpose of relieving the bottlenecks in defense operative colleges are concerned, this speedup of
work. The Federal government stands the expense graduation is not possible, a~ the colleges .already
and no tuition is charged. operate on a year-around basis. The question may

arise in some minds, as to whether cooperative
institutions should not operate on a full time basis

DEPENDENCE ON COLLEGES during the emergency. That such a procedure will
As has been the case since the establishment of not speed up the educational program is obvious.

the Engineering College, the community adjacent Cooperative colleges are already utilizin? their
to Cincinnati depends to a great extent upon the equipment to the fullest extent. If full-time at-
College of Engineering and Commerce to furnish tendance was adopted, the enrollment would have
the technically trained men for its industries. The to be c~t down, because neither space nor faculty
night school of the University offers great oppor- are avalla?le to teach the same number of students
tunities for in-service training of the technical on a full-time schedule.
workers of greater Cincinnati. All estimates of In a more direct way the college is able to assist
possible shortages .of engineers and technical industry by furnishing cooperative students on
workers have been made on the assumption that sub-professional employment. With an increase
the programs of both the day and night schools of one year in the college life of its grad-
would continue their work unimpaired. Any de- uates, it is able to turn out almost twice as many
crease in the number of graduates would have an g'raduates as the same facilities could turn out
immediate effect upon technical reserves of the under full-time attendance. At the same time co-
community. The Department of Education, at its operative students are not completely divorced
Washington conference on defense training pro- from participation in industry and defense work.
grams, was unanimous in recognizing this pro- The graduates fit quickly and easily into industry
cedure as vital for all engineering colleges through- because they have been trained in it during their
out the country. Unless the emergency becomes school life. The same arguments for cooperative
much more serious than it is at present, no steps education in normal times apply with even more
will be tolerated that have an injurious effect upon force in an emergency.
the normal programs of the colleges.

A more elaborate survey of need for technical
training for defense industries in the Ne~ R. O. T. C. PROGRAM
York industrial area contained the following I till th th . · 11h n SIano er way e engrneermg co eges are
paragrap s: contributing to the defense program. In order to

"Our inquiry has given you more than a carryon the vast military and naval expansions,
sampling of the local aircraft companies. We the army and navy have to augment greatly their
have seen a cross-section, 21 companies in all, forces, not only the enlisted personnel, but also the
employing 38,300 men in this area. Using ratios commissioned officers. One of the best sources for
which men of authority in the industry have commissioned personnel is the engineering college.
justified for us, we estimate that within a year For years the army has built up its reserve
as many as 6,000 new men will be needed to fill strength through the R. O. T. C. program of train-
positions for which graduate engineers would be. ing. Those students who are in the advanced
employed in normal times. Possibly two or R. O. T. C. courses are not subject to the draft, and
three times that number of technicians, includ- unless emergency conditions become greater, these
ing the sub-professional grades, will be needed. students will not be commissioned and called to
The disconcerting importance of the require- active duty until after graduation.
ment is suggested by the fact that the nine col- (Continued on Page 32)
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CINCINNATI HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
Melvin Thomas, C. E. 141

The experience of many years has led to the development of numerous new

methods to provide the proper care of streets and sewers in Cincinnati.

AS early as 1815, Cincinnati realized that streets The function of the Highway Maintenance
should be kept in passable condition. For this Division at the present time consists of the main-

maintenance a license tax was levied on drays, tenance of all public thoroughfares, sewers, sewer
but since this proved insufficient, a poll tax of one and highway structures, street and traffic signs,
dollar a year, payable in labor, was levied on all street and sewer cleaning, and the inspection of
men from 21 to 60 years of age.

As construction and maintenance became more
extensive, a civil engineer was appointed in 1848
to advertise for bids and to award contracts. In
1860, the Council decided to have streets repaired
by a city maintenance force. The civil engineer,
withother members of a Board of City Improve-
ments, was authorized to employ pavers and la-
borers, since most of the improved streets were
paved with cobblestones. By 1880 the board had
let contracts for the repair of macadam pavements.

Until 1902, a bridge and street improvement
fund with license tax paid for maintenance; in
1902 a regular street repair fund was established
for an expanded and more efficient service. Mac-
adam streets were oiled for the first time in 1906, -Illustrations courtesy Cincinnati Highway Maintenance

and in 1908 an asphalt plant was acquired-the Forcing a silt-cement mixture under the pavement with a "mud jack."
first step towards the maintenance of asphalt
streets. The next year the functions of the De-
partment of Public Service were divided into pavements replaced over openings made in streets
SUb-departments of engineering, street and sewer and sidewalks.
repairing and street cleaning. The maintenance In order to provide an efficient service in each
forces expanded so that street oiling became the of these functions, the ·Division is divided into
only contract work. eight distinct groups to perform certain duties.

AUTOMOBILE AGE Planning:
The change from horse-drawn vehicles to motor Preparation and ~evision of. wor.k sch.edu~es,

ears necessitated a change in maintenance meth- planning o~ new. projects, reception, investigation
ods to provide pavements suitable for the new and final dISpOSItIonof all complaints,
type of transportation. Street surfaces adequate Street Repair:
for horse-drawn vehicles proved too uneven for Maintenance of street surfaces and drainage
the smoother riding motor cars. The use of con- ditches, the necessary grading for widening of
crete and asphalt as suitable types of pavements streets, and the operation of two asphalt plants
required additional and highly specialized main- and a stone-crushing unit.
tenance treatment. Street Cleaning:

In 1926 highway maintenance became a part of Cleaning streets and removing snow.
the Department of Highways and was reorgan- .
ized under a Superintendent of Highway Main- Sewer C.leantng:

'tenance. With the development of a Department Cleaning all sewers and sewer structures.
of Public Works in 1931, highway maintenance Sewer Maintenance and Construction:
acquired the status of a division within this Repairing sewers and sewer structures, con-
department. structing manholes, inlets and small sewers.
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Efquipment and Maintenance: all of the suspended material, the water being re-
Routing of all equipment. turned through the hose.

Another job of prime importance both to
Hiqh.uian; Structures: drivers and pedestrians is keeping loading plat-

Maintenance of highway bridges, ~iaducts ~nd form bumpers clean. This is accomplished by a
retaining walls, construction and repair of loading cleaner combined with stea.m, which is supplied
platforms, steps and walks, and the manufacture, from an oil-fired vertical boiler permanently
installation and maintenance of street and traffic mounted on a truck. The washing is done at an
signs. average cost of 80 cents per bumper.

Inspection: PAINTING PLATFORMS
Controlling and minimizing the damage done to In spite of frequent cleanings, it is necessary

street pavements by the undesirable ~ut necessary to paint loading platforms annually. Preparatory
opening of these pavements. Inspecting both tern- to painting, the light pedestal and bumper are
porary and final replacements of pavement over sand blasted. The average cost of this sand blast-
these holes. ing is $1.90 per loading platform.

The removal of sunken slab pavements has been Street cleaning facilities were greatly enlarged
eliminated by the use of-the "mud jack," a pow.er- by the acquisition of three new motorized flushers,
ful pump which raises the pavement by forcing each equipped with a 3000-gallon aluminum tank,
a silt-cement mixture under the slab. The "jack" a separate pumping unit and air-actuated flushing
can also be used to prolong the life and improve nozzles.
the riding quality of roads by filling dangerous One of the main functions of the Highway Main-
voids in the subsurfaces. The average cost of tenance Division is the repair of macadam streets.
raising a square yard of concrete pavem.ent by the This has developed through a change in policy
"mud jack" is approximately one-twentieth of the from old tar and stone methods to the use of a
cost of removing the pavement, filling the sub- new pre-mixed bituminous concrete, thus afford-
grade and replacing the co~crete. . .. ing a smooth and more tractive surface.'

An improved crack-filling unit, consisting of The city operates a large crusher which fur--
a blower for cleaning cracks and a sand storage nishes all crushed stone. This huge machine can
bin. was completed and made ready for service in crush as much as 75 cubic yards per day. During
the early part of 1936. With this equipment, all the winter months much stone is crushed and

stored in bins for the heavy demand for use in
road repairing during the spring and summer.

A decided forward stride in the manufacture of
bituminous mixes was taken with the completion
of an ultra-modern combination hot-mix and cold-
mix asphalt plant at the Florence Avenue yard.
In this plant, which is commonly called the "City
Asphalt Plant," are mixed the following materials
used in the road and street repair work:

1. Sheet Asphalt,
2. Asphalt Binder,
3. Asphaltic Concrete,
4. Bituminous Concrete,
5. T-5 lVlix.

Sheet asphalt is used in resurfacing large areas
5 d bl t· I d· I tf of granite and wood block, brick and asphaltan - as mg a oa mg p a orm. d

streets. It is composed of asphalt cement, san
joints and cracks in concrete streets are sealed and filler. In making sheet asphalt, the mixture of
at a minimum labor expenditure. lake and river sand is conveyed by belts from ~he

The cleaning of catchbasins has been changed respective bins to a rotary kiln, through WhICh
from a slow, expensive, dirty operation to a rapid, it passes bygravity to an elevator at the other end.
unobjectionable task by the use of an Eductor. This elevator carries the sand up to th~ ho.pper
Dirt and debris are sucked through a hose on a reel above the mixi:ng chamber .. The fille~ IS either
through a flexible connection to a horizontal pipe limestone or silica dust, and IS also ~alsed .bY ele-
on top of the grit chamber and thence through vators to a hopper. next to the one In WhICh the
four separate screened compartments, which catch (Continued on Page 24)
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ENGINEERS TO EXECUTIVES
Alphonse O. Hurxthal, M.E. 114

Something more than engineering knowledge and training is required by
young men who will eventually become executives. This extra requirement is
explained by a man who is fully aware of the qualifications of young engineers.

WHA T must an engineer add to make himself this business and add something in the way of
eligible for an executive' position? The answer improved methods or improved products. I am

is leadership. going to relate myself to the other persons in the
If you know most of what the word implies and organization so that I will build a stronger and

have it; you need not read further, but it is a better organization."
development and a word of encouragement which All these ideas sound like some dreamy New
may help some one. Year resolutions, but this determination is in the

Leadership is the natural product of a group of right direction. Just because some one points his
positive qualities. The studies, which are so large finger at you and sneers at these fantastic inten-
a part of any engineering curriculum, are the best tions, you should not be disturbed-unless you are
organized means for providing the basic knowl- on the other end of that finger. Self-discipline is
edge and training for the engineer. I assume that one of the important qualities that you should
you have gone into an engineering college on this study; better still-s-you should practice it. A king
assumption. Most men at college age are primar- had something like this in mind when he said, "He
ily interested in preparing themselves for a job- that ruleth his spirit is better than he that taketh
one that will pay well, employ one's best talents, a city."
provide advancement, and be steady and agreeable. It is not that we do not know what to do at times,

You must have something which is not provided but rather that we cannot force ourselves to do it
in organized courses of technical training-like at the right time. I heard the president of a large
mathematics, physics or chemistry. It is some- corporation say about a talented young man who
thing more personal-it is you related to others. was suggested for an important promotion, "He
Then why not think further about yourself in will not do because he cannot manage his home
terms of leadership? Every group of people affairs and finances, so I am satisfied he cannot
instinctively looks to some one or to a limited help with ours." Nearly every executive position
group for guidance. Sometimes we call them the is geared into the finances of the company; there-
"bosses," but they prefer to be called "executives." fore, look carefully into the management of your
But in the last analysis, that fellow who is the own. It is good practice to think of yourself as a
leader makes it possible for all those who follow, concern requiring your own management. You
and for himself, to gain more than if there were m~y need to employ some new habits and view-
no leadership. If he is not able to do this, he is points and, doubtless, you should fire some bad
soon pushed out of the position and another per- habits.
son steps into his place. PERSONAL RESEARCH

A leader must be a real contributor-and that In the following I will try to mention some
implies a group of qualities, from which we may things that may stir up some personal research.
profit by considering here. Let us assume that you Certainly only a few can be mentioned here. How
have graduated from an engineering college, with many can you add?
a good grounding in modern engineering. You It is sound practice to think of yourself as al-
will probably be thrown among a group of men most solely accountable to yourself, or, to put it
who know so much about the business in which another way, your deeds should be first of all satis-
you are stationed-and you know so little-that it factory to you, in fact so satisfactory that you are
would seem appropriate to say, "What is the use willing to accept either the credit or the blame for
trying? I will never catch up with these other any action. There is danger in doing things in a
men." In the beginning it does look that way, but way to please others. First, you have to guess their
the thing for you to say is, "I have something these viewpoint and there is the possibility-yes, a
other men do not have; I am going to understand probability-of your guessing wrong. If there are
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more than one to please, you have to strike a com_- what has been presented. Re~ember that all facts,
promise as to what may satisfy all. All such pro: even though they are established ones, are not of
cedures may require more time and thought than equal value. Remember ~lso that you probabl~ a~e
the original problem at hand, and will certainly not deciding between right and wrong. This IS
reduce the time otherwise applicable to the prim- what you did when you were younger, but now
ary problem. Place such a high standard for you have only the privilege of deciding between
yourself at all times that if you satisfy yourself, the lesser of two evils. Not everyone is good at
others will be more than satisfied. this procedure, but self-training in focusing many

facts into a definite line of procedure is the proper
SELF-TIMING IMPORTANT end of a ~onference; a con~erence should ?ring a

problem either to a conclusion or to a definite step
Engineers are familiar with the stop watch for in that direction.

others and may not think of using it on them- The more we discuss leadership, the more
selves, but it so happens that time is an .in:portant important the time element becomes. If time is so
factor for one's self. You may not be brilliant, but important, it is worthwhile looking for other
if you manage yourself so as to do two or three places to save time. I believe more man-hours are
times as much useful work in a day as you would lost in poorly directed conversation between two
otherwise do, your value will increase and your individuals than in all forms of conferences.
store of knowledge will be above the average. When you engage in business conversation, you

How do you go about speeding up your personal should know what you want. Your questions should
production? I think it is a habit slowly built up convey your thoughts accurately and briefly to the
as you seek conscientiously to complete eac? ta~k other party. Very often you will get for an an-
in the minimum time. Some people waste tIn:e In swer a cross between a mystery novel, an unsolv-
between tasks. They do not remember quickly able problem and a couple of bedtime stories. You
what is next to be done. Many men keep a tem- should be able to recognize this sort of answer
porary note pad on which they make a record of and to deal with it appropriately. However, there
things to be done and jot down things that come is a more subtle form of defective reply which is
to mind. This notebook might be called a "What's the kind that seems to be very direct and to the
Next Book." It is constantly reviewed, for t~e point, but which usually has in it some qualifying
finished tasks are crossed off and new work IS word or phrase that renders the answer inde-
added. Such a procedure may add thousands of terminable and valueless. It may be necessary to
dollars to your salary in time. This may sound clear up carefully all qualifying expressions to get
fantastic, but I have talked with many who have just what the answer really is. The art of ac-
used this as a method of personal efficiency, and curate expression, both oral and written, is im-
they all give much credit to the notebook. Do not portant in the first magnitude. The art of under-
use old envelopes and scraps of paper for a note- standing what is heard or read is of the same
book! importance.

A great deal of time may be lost or gained in a
conference. It is here that real leadership shows KNOWLEDGE FROM COMPARISON
up. Usually the necessity for a conference is to
get the viewpoint of many. The danger lies in All knowledge is relative. We know things only
the fact that much unnecessary, irrelevant matter by comparison. We collect additional knowledge
is introduced. He is a good leader who can quickly by making comparisons. Therefore, if no time is
recognize and curtail valueless viewpoints with- to be lost, any group of facts which are to be
out smothering proper expression. There is an- compared should be put on the easiest possible
other essential element in a conference, and that basis for comparison. A simple illustration may
is difference of opinion, which must be accepted help here.
freely for consideration. At this point there is a We have three similar automobiles. Which is
basic principle worth thinking about-all progress the best?
is based upon difference of opinion rather than One goes 38 miles on 21fz gallons of gas.
upon the sameness of opinion. If we all thought Another goes 14.7 miles on 11;4 gallons of gas.
alike, there would be no progress. For this reason Another goes 24:lh miles on 1.8 gallons of gas.
alone, we should be very tolerant of all opinions What excuse can one have for presenting data in
even though they may differ from our own. this form? There is one adequate excuse, and it

After all opinions and facts are submitted, there is that one wishes to cause confusion. Why should
must be a period of coordinating and evaluating (Continued on Page 24)
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STUDENT RESEARCH
The following three theses are typical of undergraduate work.

REDUCTION-RECIPROCATING STEEL on the tapers cut in the connecting rod, but here
BALL DRIVE !he rolling diamete:: on the.ball is smal.ler, depend-

mg on the reduction desired, The Inner taper
L II Sh II b M E 141 collars are held tightly against the ball by spring
owe a en erg, •• washers (6) on the shaft, which take up looseness

SINCE the inception of the machine age, man due to machining variations and any subsequent
has sought more efficient means of transmitting ~ear. As. ca.n b.ese.en, rolling contact al?n: occurs

mechanical power and of changing forms of me- In the unI~, indicating a :nln~mum ?f f'riction.
chanical motion. From the days of the wooden The reciprocating motion IS obtained as the ball
walking beam, flat belt, and basic crank-connect- travels .around the space betw~en the collar ~nd
ing rod design, there have been developed V-belts, connecting rod. tapers, .thus causing the connecting
worm and gear train drives, and complicated rod to move In relation to the moto: shaft an
linkage systems. ~m?unt equal to the s~roke of the unit, In pre-

This thesis shall attempt to investigate and liminary tests, the unit has pulled a 110-pound
to improve on a single branch of power transmis-
sion, that of speed reduction and transformation
of rotary to reciprocating motion.

While belt and gear drives are positive, they
also have their disadvantages. Belt drives depend
on friction for positiveness and thereby cut down
the drive efficiency; gear drives are comparatively
expensive for use on cheaper types of production
machines.

To answer the need for direct motor drives,
some refrigerator compressor and pump manu-
facturers have designed units operating at motor
speed (1750 r.p.m.) , However, such drives make
for faster wear, in turn causing noisy and ineffi-
cient operation.

The proposed reduction drive is a form of, ,
planetary motion, embodying several new prin- An explanatory drawing.

ciples with the outer race moving in relation to load without slipping before the load limit was
the shaft and a steel ball doing the driving. The reached. At the time of writing of this article,
reduction is obtained by several means. The outer preparations are being made to place the unit
race or connecting rod (5) moves ahead of the under load in a double-acting reciprocating pump.
ball (4) thus making the effective circumference After working with it for some time, the writer
greater than the actual circumference; the reduc- feels confident that the mechanism will perform
tion from this source is the ratio of the effective satisfactorily under the required plunger load.
circumference to that of the inner collars (2). The Since the writer's co-op job is with a pump com-
remainder of the reduction is obtained through the pany, the unit was incorporated into a pump de-
tapers in which the ball rolls. This may be illus- sign to test a possible application. The writer was
trated to the layman by placing a ball on two granted permission to incorporate the patented
parallel rails which are separated by a distance water end design of the pump by the Deming Com-
which is slightly less than the diameter of the ball. pany, It might be mentioned that applications for
By rolling the ball along the rails it can be ob- a patent have been made, and that this company
served how high a number of revolutions the ball is at present making patterns and castings for a
makes to progress a given linear distance as com- thorough test of the design, with the possibility
pared to the number of revolutions made by a ball of its being placed in production.
rolling on a flat surface. Should further tests prove the worth of the de-

In this unit the collars keyed to the motor shaft sign, this transmission unit will make possible a
(3) (turning at 1750 r.p.m.) drive the ball on pump which will be quiet, compact, long-wearing
very nearly the full ball diameter. The ball rolls and with excellent possibilities for streamlining.
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DESIGNING A MARKING MACHINE all. Hand-stamping is still widely used, but the
rise of rapid production-to say nothing of the

Thomas Chappelle, M.E. 141 n.um?er of mash~d thumbs-necessitated the de-
sigrung of marking machines, now a standard

SANDWICHING a bit of thesis work between in- pro?uct on the ~arket. In addition to a saving
terviews with the representatives of various of tIm:, the,machm,es have,other advantages, such

prominent firms, the mechanical engineering se- as ~-r.llformIty of ,ImpressIOn and .uniformity of
niors are doing their part toward solving some of P?SItIon of markings on successively stamped
the technical problems of our mechanized world. pieces.
The subjects of their choices include everything PRESSURE FROM SPRING
from "armchair" theses, such as setting up empiri-
cal equations for finding form factors for gear The tendency in existing machines seems to be
teeth or editing a graphics pamphlet, to "practi- tow~rd .bringing about the impression by the
cal" applications, such as testing belt dressing and ap~IIcatIon of pressure; however, I decided to, try
hea~ing equipment or designing and building re- a dl~erent at~ack an~ to design a marking machine
ducing motions and wear testers. Nurtured on a making the impression through the agency of an
steady diet of theory for five years, we welcome impact force derived from the action of a spring.
the opportunity to relax and to apply ourselves ~y further proposal was to construct the machine
to a subject in a "practical" category. In such a way that it could be set to give a uniform

Occasionally, in his otherwise calm existence impression in materials of different hardness,
one has his serenity disturbed by the amazing while em~loying various numbers of characters in
statement that a certain machine has a number the marking. The use of a spring made the reali-
of parts in it wobbling off somewhere in the realm zation of these aims comparatively simple, for the
of plus infinity, To make matters worse the ma- force of impact could be altered very easily by
chine probably has an older brother and; hundred varying the amount of compression of the spring
odd cousins which have parts in them very similar employed.
to parts in our prodigal friend, differing perhaps Included in the accompanying diagrammatic
only in having a few more teeth or an extra finger. sketch are only those parts of the operating me-
Since it is rather impractical to name the parts chanism essential for a discussion of the stamping
John or Engelbert, the practice has been adopted process. In the position shown, the mechanism is

ready for the start of the stamping action; the
stamp A is withdrawn from the hammer B far
enough so that the pin C can be forced to the left
by the flat spring D, locking the shoulder a of the
stamp; the driving spring E is adjusted by the
threaded plunger F to give the desired impact
force. As the stamping operation is started, the
stamping characters G come into contact with the
surface being stamped and force the stamp-ham-
mer assembly upward against the downward force
of the driving spring E. When the beveled end of
the pin C comes into contact with the cam H of
the housing, the pin is forced to the right until the
shoulder a of the stamp slips into the hole in the
pin C. The compressed driving spring E drives
the hammer B and causes it to strike the shoulder
b of the stamp, so that the sharp impact forces the
stamping characters into the surface being

A °d ° ki hi marked.new I ea rn mar 1"9 mac meso
I The mechanism is, of course, provided with

stops for the hammer and for the stamp to allow
of assigning each part a number, the number quite motion in both directions, and with a spring for
frequently being stamped on the part after the withdrawing the stamp from the hammer ° since
machining of it has been completed. these parts are not essential to the stamping

In the old days in the assembly of machinery, process and would serve only to complicate the
parts were undoubtedly stamped by hand-if at sketch, they are not included.
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REROUTING PRODUCTION SYSTEMS floor near the point of assembly of the final unit?
To avoid transporting parts to a central storage

Jack Smith, Com.E. '41 bin, could not these parts be stored near their
point of assembly? Likewise, could tools and jigsIN order to ~eep abreast of modern business be stored and maintained near the machine~ which

. trends, each Industry must constantly advance use them? These and many other questions of
through new ideas and more efficient methods of production have led to an entirely different con-
production. Such methods must be attacked with ception, which deals with sub-assembly machining
intelligent consideration of handling, storage, on the final assembly production line.
transportation, tooling and supervision. Such a system was investigated through a de-

In the early stages of industry little thought was tailed study of routings of parts for a new product
given to work simplification; the one great achieve- at the National Cash Register Company. A layout
ment was the speeding up of production through incorporating these new conceptions was deve-
new machinery. During the great growth of in- loped for a limited output. Parts are formed, ma-
dustry following the World War, competition chined or cast in the making departments and are
forced manufacturers to reduce production costs; sent directly to the final assembly room, where
industrialists began to see the necessity of elimi- they are rivet-assembled or finished prior to sub-
nating waste motions. A study of motion economy, assembly. In order to absorb high set-up costs, a
factory layout and handling of materials paved the supply of several months is produced on machines
way for new and different conceptions of produc- with extremely high outputs. This output is stored
tion. on the final assembly line at the source of the unit

Many production systems have been developed assemblies. Sufficient storage space is required,
throughout various industries, each system differ- so, where at all possible, this storage is near the
ing to suit its particular product; however, most machine on which the first operation is to be per-
such systems are built on basic assumptions that formed. Use of excessive space for storage is
sub-assembled parts can be produced in localized reduced by storing parts below benches or in
machining- departments and then be passed to final special bins on benches at the work place.
assembly departments, where they are assembled The machining operations are set up so that all
to completed units. tooling is on the job. The operator is responsible

Thus if a part required punching, drilling and for the storing and care of his tools and fixtures;
plating operations, it would be sent to a punch these tools ~re stor~d in overhanging bins near
press department, thence to a department consist- the operator s machine. HIS stock IS stored near
ing of only drill presses, and finally to a plating the machine and is of sufficient quantity to keep an
department. The part would then be stored until abundant supply at all times. His tools and fix-
used by a sub-assembly department and the sub- tures can be serviced handily with a grinding
assembled products would be stored until ordered wheel nearby. With such a set-up, the time that
by the final assembly department. an operator spends hunting up stock and securing

In the machining departments all di .. tools from the crib is reduced. The operator is then
fixtures and tools are controlled, by a sto~~ke~~es; able ~o do all of his work within the limits of his
who issues them from a tool crib located within working area.
the department. When a worker receives an order By comparison with the old systems, the travel
for a lot of stock, he checks out of the tool crib of stock through the plant is reduced three-fold;
whatever fixtures or tools are required to complete handling and storage is c~t in half; flo?r space is
the order. He is then responsible for their return reduced greatly. The tracing of parts IS made as
to the crib. simple as "walking across the aisle." It is no

longer necessary for the machine operator to walk
MANY SYSTEMS UNFEASIBLE to a crib for his tools-all his necessary jigs, fix-

tures and assembly stock are within easy reach.
Rigorous schooling in motion study and produc- Supervision over work is simplified, for a single

tion methods have led production engineers to foreman is responsible for parts from the time
question the feasibility of many such systems. they are formed until they are functioning in the
Could not some other method eliminate any exces- completed unit.
sive handling, storage or transportation? Instead These new conceptions are being employed and
of transporting parts from one department to are in the early stages of development. It is hoped
another for machining operations, could these that the completed system developed in this thesis
operations be completed on the assembly room will further exemplify their advantages.
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THE BRIDGE THAT FELL
Rupert Anderegg, .lr., C.E. '45

Here is the explanation for one of last year's greatest
news stories-the collapse of the Tacoma-Narrows Bridge.

EARLY in November of last year the public was way 26 feet in width with a 4%-foot walk along
informed that the tricky elements of nature each side, and was designed to carry the standard

had sent a giant bridge hurtling to the earth. This H-20, that is, the heaviest possible highway
structure, the Tacoma-Narrows Bridge, was built loading.
by the Washington Toll Bridge Authority and was UNUSUAL FEATURES OF DESIGN
financed by a Public Works Administration grant Because of the particular circumstances sur-
of $2,800,000. It provided a much needed short rounding the project, unusual features of design
cut between the Olympic Peninsula and the metro- and construction were required in both substruc-
politan centers along the eastern shores of Puget ture and superstructure. Piers had to be placed
Sound, near Tacoma, Washington. in water which attained a maximum depth of 200

The bridge was designed by Leon Moisseiff, feet and which moved with a velocity up to 8112
designer of the Manhattan, Triborough and miles per hour. Funds limiting the width to only
George Washington Bridges. The Bridge Engineer that sufficient for two lanes made it desirable for
in direct charge of construction was Clark H. the sake of lateral stability to keep the central
Eldridge, of the Washington Toll Bridge Autho- span as short as possible, while the importance
rity. The general supervision of design and con- of placing the piers in as shallow water as prac-
struction was under the direction of Lacey V. ticable made a long span desirable. The 2,800-foot
Murrow, Chief Engineer of the Washington Toll central span chosen placed the piers in about 120
Bridge Authority. The general contract for the feet of water, and resulted in total depths below
bridge was awarded to a combination of com- the surface of 175 feet for the west pier and 224
panies, consisting of the Pacific Bridge Company feet for the east pier. With the cables 39 feet
of San Francisco, the General Co~struction C~m- apart, this gave 72 for the span-to-width ratio;
pany of Seattle and the Columbia Construction this number is rather lange when contrasted to
Company of Bonneville. The structure required the ratio of 45 for the Golden Gate Bridge.
a year and a half to build and cost $6,380,000. The two 17-inch cables, the most characteristic

The bridge consisted of a suspension structure features of any suspension bridge, were anchored
with a total length of 5,000 feet, divided between in blocks containing 20,000 cubic yards of con-
a central span of 2,800 feet and spans on each side crete. The suspenders, or vertical ropes which
of 1,100 feet. Approaches and anchorages brought tied the deck to the main cables, were of 11;4-inch
the overall length to 5,939 feet. A normal vertical wire rope having an average test strength of
clearance of 196 feet was provided for navigation 165,000 pounds per rope.
purposes. 'I'he structure provided a two-lane road- The two towers are 420 feet high, and weigh

1,875 tons each. They are made of steel and were
One minute. • . designed to be bent shoreward three feet during

erection, with a final dead load position of three
inches shoreward. As previously explained, these
towers, and especially the piers on which they
rest, constituted a major problem of construction
because of the swift current in the Narrows.

The deck of the bridge was 39 feet from girder
to girder; these girders were of silicon steel, and
measured slightly over 8 feet in depth. The deck
was supported throughout its entire length by
bracing K-beams and five longitudinal stringers
that extended for the length of the bridge. The
5:lh-inch concrete roadway had expansion joints
every 150 feet. The stiffening K-beams were
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designed to resist, in conjunction with the cables,
a wind pressure of 620 pounds per lineal foot of
bridge. They were apparently very well designed,
because the bridge proved quite stiff laterally.
Even in the violent rolling on the day of the
collapse of the bridge, a sight along the .stiff'ening
girders indicated that the transverse sway in the
main span did not exceed two feet, less than one-
tenth that which the bridge could stand.

It was readily recognizable even before com-
pletion, however, that the bridge was extremely
flexible. For this reason, an attempt was made
to study its dynamic behavior by the construction
of a model at the University of Washington. The
collapse of the bridge came before the preventive
measures devised in the wind tunnel could be
put into use.

The Tacoma-Na:rrows Bridge, shaken by a
42-m.p.h. wind, collapsed on November 7,1940. At
9 :45 that morning, Professor Burt Farquharson
of the University of Washington had arrived at
the bridge as usual to make motion pictures of its
gentle writhing un-der the wind. The University
of Washington had taken its job seriously and was'
on the job of observation every morning, at the
request of the Toll Bridge Authority, who had
received numerous complaints from bridge-users
to the effect that its up-and-down motion had
caused seasickness. Shortly after 10 :00 A. M.,
"Galloping Gertie," as the bridge had been nick-
named, was observed to be moving in its charac-
teristic, unusual vertical motion with a frequency
of 36 cycles per minute and with a very moderate
amplitude.

Traffic was still crossing the span when, without
a warning, this motion changed suddenly to a
motion whose frequency was 14 cycles per minute,

/ with a single node at the center of the span; the
startling difference was that-for the first time in
its history, the two cables were not in step. The
motion of the two cables 90 degrees out of phase-
(produced a violent twisting motion.

Professor Farquharson hurried back ashore for
more film, and then made his way out on the
stricken bridge again. Although convinced that
the bridge would win this battle with the elements,
he hastened back to shore and watched as it
twisted to an angle of 45 degrees. Then at 11 :08
A. M., the suspenders, unable to take the strain
any longer, parted explosively. The great main ca-
ble, freed of its weight, tightened like a bowstring.
Huge chunks of concrete flooring cracked and fell;
whole sections of the road dropped into the Sound.
Still inside a reporter's car, as it plunged the 190
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feet into the water, a dog proved to be the only
fatality.

EXPLANATION OF COLLAPSE

Infantry troops always "break step" when they
cross a bridge, because the effect of having their
combined weights instantaneously fallon the ~
bridge and then instantaneously leave it, will set
up a vibration, which, if enlarged by the continued
application and release of their weight, might
cause more of a strain than the bridgecould stand.
A comparable situation occurred on the Tacoma-
Narrows Bridge. Consider that a gust of wind
with an upward pressure acts briefly upon the
floor of a bridge for 100 feet of its length. The
cable above and near this 100-foot section will
rise, while the rest of the cable will be depressed.
If the wind slackens, the reverse movement takes
place and the momentum of the cable carries it as
far from the normal in the other direction. Sup-
pose that just at this point the lifting effect is
applied again, producing a .double deflection. This
may continue until extensive motions are set up
similar to those which actually destroyed the
bridge; however, such forces may come so that
they dampen the vibration.

Note that entire synchronism is not necessary;
even partial synchronism would be somewhat ef-
fective, enough to result in considerable oscillation.
Even though the wind may come at times to cause
some dampening, the resultant might still cause
some oscillation and wave motion.

If the lifting force was different on opposite
sides of the bridge, it would be expected that the
wave motions would be out of step, as they proved
to be in this case. These vertical wave motions
were not, however, proportional to the wind

(Continued on Page 30)
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Courtesy International Nickel Co.

Huge Piston Ring
Designed to last a human lifetime, heat

treated "K" Monel was used in the "piston
rings" for tube valves in the Deer Creek
Dam, Utah. The Federal Government speci
fied this metal because of its wear and cor
rosion-resistant properties, as well as its ex
ceptional strength and hardness.

Floating Bridg.e
Recently completed, the world's longest

floating bridge spans Lake Washington near
Seattle, Washington, on pontoons. At night
the 59-foot roadway is brilliantly illuminated
by 10,OOO-lumen sodium lamps.

Courtesy General Electric

Sciencd Notes

Courtesy Institute, Aeronautical Sciences

Parachute re ting Tower
Parachutes are te~ted on this tower built

by the Pioneer Parachute Company at Man
chester, Connecticut. The whirling dummy
which carries the p~T~chute may be spun at
controlled sp~eds UI= ',0 300 miles per hour.

Courtesy General Ele

Atom Smasher
A 17,OOO,OOO-volt electron tube would be

necessary to attain the velocities in this new
220-ton cyclotron. The Carnegie Institution
in Washington will use the machine to smash
atoms.

Restoration of Old Bell
Completely restoring the original tone of

this 90-year old, 500-pound bronze bell was
accomplished by chipping out the 13-inch
ctack and depositing bronze while the bell
was at a uniform dull red heat.

Courtesy Linde Air Prodw
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CRASH! That must have been the Senior Me-
chanicals slipping off their high horses after

bowling against the faculty. Outstanding in the
midst of the action was Professor Messinger, who
directed the balls for better than a 600 series.
Struggling student, Bill Seilkop, even with a 200
(once), was unable to check the onslaught. The
seniors, not discouraged though, will reopen the
contest before graduation.

Winter sports at such resorts as Lake Placid
and Sun Valley were shown in movies at a meeting
of Pi Tau Sigma by Professor Charles Hoffman
of the E. E. Department. The boys, in keeping
with the spirit of the organization to promote high
mechanical ideals, and to show their gratitude for
the pictures, presented the Professor with a novel
machine to assist him in grading papers.

Since sections are brought together inthe latter
part of the senior year, the combined sections of
the A. S. M. E. met for the first time at a dinner
meeting. Starr Parker, a former student, gave
some pointers toward success. Professor R. L.
Smith presented the seniors of Pi Tau Sigma with
paper weights.

Following a combined meeting of the student
chapter and the professional chapter of A. S. M. E.
downtown, the student delegation adjourned to a
more secluded spot to celebrate Frankie Troy's
birthday. The floor show was excellent!

The Aero Department, with the efforts of George
Selvin as chairman, attempted a ground school

18

training course at a roller rink. Much was ac-
complished in the art of take-offs, but landings
were rough. The Aero's didn't furnish parachutes
for the M. E.'s, when the latter dropped a victory
in bowling. Incidentally, the I. Ae. S. announced

two one-year memberships in the professional so-
ciety-onefor the Aero senior with the highest
scholastic standing, and one for the senior pre-
senting the best technical report.

Delta Kappa Sigma of the C. E.'s-true to its
motto "business with pleasure" -ventured forth
and had a swell stag mixer at Quebec Gardens.
Then Bob Kocher, chairman of a "road-gang" old
clothes party, enraged his fellow men because the
coke supply ran out-amazed is everyone including
Bob that the coke supply would run out.

The more athletic (from hard (?) work)
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members of the A. S. C. E. whipped up a basketball Lt. Col. Codd, who addressed a joint meeting of
team and rode to the intramural finals. student and professional chapters of the technical

A. B. Backherms, U. C. graduate and head of societies at Wilson Auditorium. Seniors John
the engineering unit which is drawing up a plan Quitter, E.E., John Diehl, C.E. and James Tark-
for a sewage treatment plant for Cincinnati, dis- ington, M.E. were students on the committee. The
cussed the legal and engineering aspects of these talk followed a dinner at the Union.

Five engineers of Cincinnati's O. D. K. bowed
before four ladies of Miami's Phi Beta Kappa in a
nation-wide radio quiz program. Don Dahlman
ran a strong fifth, and those who followed were
Paul Menefee, Ed Wurster, Bob Tour and Ted
Menderson.

The annual student-faculty dinner proved so
interesting that all concerned simply ignored the
1 :10 class. On the program were many novelties,
the most unique of which was an automatic quiz
grader. This "Rube Goldberg" was "presented"
to the faculty by the electrical wizards of the quad-
rangle, in a humble effort toward standardizing
the marking of quiz papers."

Tau Beta Pi held its annual spring initiation at
the Netherland Plaza, with Professor Tour acting
as master of ceremonies. The occasion was unus-
ual in that along with the student initiates, there
was present Charles E. Ashcraft, class of 1908,
who has been acting as consulting engineer in
Pittsburgh. Students admitted to the chapter
are: Marion Anderson, Robert Bevis, Redento
De Amicis, John Doerner, Herbert Eiselstein,
Harold Fein, Martin Grad, Adam Grill, Phillip
Hoffman, Larry Mongan, Jean Rene Roche, Lee
Wright and Ed Wurster. An informative lecture
on glands was then given by Dr. C. L. Weichert.
Three members initiated at a later meeting in the
Union during the second section are: Lee Cowgill,
Robert Paxton and Thomas Prugh.

It seems that the day after the last-mentioned

.. ....•

-more
athletic (from
hard (?)
work).

plans at a dinner meeting of the A. S. C. E. in the
Union early in February.

"Super Section-Change Scramble"-words with
"super-est" meaning-describes the latest brawl
held by the Chemicals. The scene of action-Golf
Manor Hall; the people there-plenty of chemi-
cals; the event of the evening-an ugly mug con-
test. The winner of this "pot of gold" was Bob
Weise It's said that the seniors did themselves
proud by defending the department's honor.

I More serious activity in the Chemical Depart.
ment was manifested by Alpha Chi Sigma. George
Pow was inducted into the local chapter in a joint
ceremony with the University of Kentucky and
Indiana University, at Bloomington, Indiana.
Newly elected officers are: Douglas Vest, Presi-
dent; Larry Mongan, Vice President; Byron Kress,
Treasurer; Howard Kirsch, Reporter; William
Schrenker, Recorder; George Pulskamp, Master of
Ceremonies.

An4 with the ladies-Pi Chi Epsilon, Bus. Ad.
honorary, carried on winter sports with a bowling
party. The scores of the girls looked like dad's
golf score; there were even a few under par.

Plans for the .spring banquet of the Co-ep Club
are nearing completion. At the party, which will
be held in early May at the Union, Pi Chi Epsilon
will select its pledges for the year.

The Bus. Ad. gals are still flying high in basket-
ball. High is scarcely the word for it with such
blitzkriegs as 50-7 or 39-1. Florence Endebrock
and Jane Manogue are the high point sinkers of
the squadette. When Play Day rolled around this
team was picked as a whole-first time ever-to
represent U. C. against Miami.

"The Rearmament Program" was the topic of
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their homelike
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initiation the Ta'u Beta's held a "Buttermilk
Brawl" at the "Barn." Farmers of the group-
Tullis and Doepken-s-gloated in glory in their
homelike atmosphere, as did Bill Owens when he
got his shoes off.
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EXPANSION OF THE CONSULTING ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY

Elmer C. Slaughter. E.E. '·42

Prior to initiation into Tau Beta Pi, each prospective member is required to write an essay dealing with some subject
related to engineering. A committee of student members iudged this essay to be the winner of the contest of last fall.

IN the past few years, there has been consider- their employers liquidated their engineering de-
. able speculation as to the permanent status of partments. However, one is probably justified. in

the engineer, and there has been much discussion believing that seventy to eighty per cent of these
as to the steps which should be taken to alleviate men would find places in the expanding consulting
certain conditions under which many engineers industry. Also, it is logical to believe that there
work. Particular attention has been paid to the would be a further expansion in the consulting
low wage scale existing in many industries. Union- industry because of the reduction of fees. This
ization has been suggested as a possible solution. further expansion would employ more of those
While the writer does not intend to discuss union- engineers who had lost their positions in the
ization for engineers, he does wish to say emphati- transition.
cally that, in his opinion, unionization is definitely Also, it is well known that many of the engi-
not the solution for any of our problems. Union- neers in these positions are incompetent, and that
ization would reduce engineering from a profes- it is best for the profession that they be elimi-
sion to a trade. nated. Many of them would probably be retained

A possible solution to the low wage scale prob- as maintenance men, and as foremen.
lem might exist in an expanded consulting engi- A service basically similar to that suggested by
neering industry. In the past, consulting engi- the writer is conducted by such organizations as
neering has been characterized by a limited field the Mellon Institute and the Armour Institute.
and by high fees. Perhaps if firms were organized However, these organizations have catered to the
to specialize in semi-permanent working agree- large industries, and have dealt in specialized
ments-or service contracts, with small manufac- problems. In fact, the cost of their services has
turing firms-the industry would take on a new been such as to make them unavailable to the
life. Th.us a highly trained, well-paid staff might smaller industries.
be assembled under proper working conditions The type of firm suggested would be pre-
to handle a variety of problems for a number of pared to handle any problem its customer might
small manufacturers. Obviously this situation is have, more efficiently and more economically than
to be desired to the present set-up, in which many the customer himself might handle it. For exam-
small manufacturers maintain underpaid, uneco- ple, it is conceivable that two well-trained men
nomical, incompetent and poorly equipped engi- might in one week take care of the major engineer-
neering departments. ing work of the typical small one-man engineer-

The new consulting engineering industry would ing department, at a lower cost to the customer
make it more economical for these firms to than the department itself, over the period of a
patronize it than to maintain their own undesir- month. Obviously, these two men could be well-
able departments. Also, it would reduce consult- paid.
ing fees, and stabilize the consulting industry by Also, it is to be remembered that such a firm
means of the service contracts. Such contracts, would be well qualified and well equipped to enter
existing over a year or more, would enable the into research ana development work on its OWI1,

consulting firm to plan its work and its budget and that it might derive an additional source of
over a period of time, in a manner that is not income from such work. This is just one of the
possible at the present time. The reader can pic- many possibilities of the type of firm outlined
ture the enormous possibilities. herein, Although the organization of such a firrn

Of course, it is to be expected-especially during might be difficult, the writer feels that it would fil1
the transition period-that quite a number of en- a long-felt need, and is certain that it would never
gineers would be put out of employment when be without clients.
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SNAP THEM IN COLOR
James Mott, Com.E. '45

The thrill of taking photographs in all natural colors is now within the reach of amateur

photographers. This article points out a new realm of beauty that is open to everyone.

MANY photography enthusiasts who have for !aking technicall~ good color p.ictures. However,
some time done good monochrome work find If an amateur wishes to delve Into the darkroom

themselves one day standing with eyes protruding aspect of color work, he must be a master of
and mouths agape before a brilliant display of ordinary technique.
color photographs. Yet, because of lack of expen- Compared to the cost of monochrome photog-
sive equipment and perhaps the subsequent pos- raphy, color seems expensive. But when one stops
session of a photographic inferiority complex, to think of the miracle being performed in his
they balk at the idea of trying color themselves. camera the cost seems reasonable. The total cost
Those falling into this classification will be happy for a shot from a 35-mm. camera is about fifteen
to learn that the taking of color photographs does cents. This is the transparency, or original film
not require an elaborate camera, technical train- material, showing in full color the photographed
ing, or a consultation with a banker before buying scene. A transparency may be viewed by holding
a roll of color film. it to the light, or it may be projected upon a

Much good color work is being done with screen. Color prints and enlargements on paper
35-mm. cameras which sell for as little as ten can also be made by a process which will be
dollars. The principal requirement of the camera discussed later.
is that the lens be anastigmatic so as to bring Color film is of two types, one employing an
light rays of all wave lengths to a common focal additive color process and the other utilizing the
point. Practically all lenses in the better cameras subtractive method. The first type, marketed un-
today are anastigmatic, for this type of lens is der the trade names Dufaycolor, Agfacolor and
best for both color and monochrome photography. Finlay Color, is limited in its use by amateurs,
A lens of medium focal length should be used in inasmuch as a screen is used in the process which
color photography, for it has been found that the shows when small images are greatly enlarged.
focal length of the lens affects the depth of the The outstanding exponent of the subtractive
colors, a long-focus lens gives soft colors, while a process is the increasingly popular Kodachrome.
short-focus lens gives deep colors. For taking Kodachrome, though no thicker than ordinary
color snapshots a lens of at least F: 4.5 speed is film, is made of three super imposed layers of
almost a necessity. Of course this speed will not emulsion separated by two gelatin layers, placed
always be needed, but for any degree of versatil- upon a film support backed with an antihalation
ity in color work it should be available. The size coating. Each emulsion is for one of the three
of film used is also important because Kodachrome primary colors. The gelatin layers, beside separat-
is not yet available in all popular roll film sizes, ing the chemical actions of the different emulsions,
although Dufaycolor, another color film, comes in serve as filters between the layers so as to allow
most popular sizes. .Both of these films come in only the desired portions of the spectrum to reach
the principal cut film sizes, but these larger films each emulsion. The top emulsion, that nearest the
are usually found to be too expensive for the lens, is sensitive to blue light only, the middle
average amateur. An additional piece of equip- emulsion to green, and the bottom emulsion to red.
ment that will be found to save money and trouble The development of Kodachrome has reached
is an exposure meter. Since color film requires the ultimate in precise time and chemical control.
exact exposure, the photo-electric type meter is Eastman Kodak has special machines in their
preferable, although other kinds may be used. laboratories to develop film. Because of the ex-

If one can take satisfactory monochrome pic- tremely complicated system of development nec-
tures, use an exposure meter correctly, and follow essary, the film can be processed in only certain of
intelligently a few printed instructions which Eastman's laboratories, located in Rochester, Chi-
come with the film, there is no reason for his not cago, Hollywood, Honolulu, London, Berlin, Paris,
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Johannesburg and Melbourne. The original price when it reduces the silver halide in the film, and
of the film covers the cost of development. the oxidized form combines with another chemi-

The first step is development with an ordinary cal, called the coupler, which is present in the
developer; then the film passes without fixation developer to form the dye. Consequently, the
to a bleach which removes all the developed silver. amount of dye formed is proportional to the
The remaining unexposed film is then re-exposed amount of silver developed; this amount is in-
to light before passing into the first dye-coupling versely proportional to the amount of light strik-
developer. In this special developer the remaining ing the film. Therefore, in the final result, where

there was considerable light in the original image
there is little dye in the transparency, and where
the original was dark there is a full density of
color, so that the transparency is dark when in-
spected in that sector. Because of the general
principle of the subtractive process, any possible
shade or color, no matter how delicate or vivid,
can be accurately reproduced by Kodachrome.

Recently the Eastman Kodak Company an-
nounced that a new method is being used in the
processing of Kodachrome. Since in the new sys-
tem one machine is used in place of the three em-

Courtesy Eastman Kodak. ployed in the former method, greatly increased
Cross section of Kodachrome speed is achieved. Besides obtaining results of

higher quality, less handling of the firm is re-
quired, thus reducing the danger of damaging the

silver halide is converted to metallic silver, while film. The first step in this new continuous process
the complementary color (blue-green) in the dye is like that of the old method-development to a
is being imparted to the metallic silver. The film black and white negative.
now goes to a slowly penetrating bleach bath, The film is so sensitized that the three sensitive
which removes all the undesirable dye and oxidizes layers are not affected by this development. There-
the silver back to silver halide in the layers where fore they are still sensitive to red, green and blue
it is de-sir-ed. At this point it is easy to see the respectively when they reach later stages in the
almost incredible control and exactness required process. After the first development, the film is
in the processing of this film. exposed to red light through the back. This af-

The film is then re-exposed and goes to the next fects the bottom, or red-sensitive layer only. The
dye-coupler, the magenta. After another carefully film then goes to a cyan developer which does not
controlled bleaching process and exposure to light, affect the other layers. The next exposure is to
the film passes to the final dye-coupler, the yellow. bluelight from above, which affects the top layer.
The film then undergoes a final bleach which re- The film then goes to a developer which produces
moves the remaining silver particles, but which a yellow dye in this layer. Finally the middle layer
leaves the dyes. is developed to a magenta. The remaining silver

In the completed transparency the red-sensitive particles are then removed as in the other process.
bottom emulsion is dyed blue-green, the green- Eleven by fourteen inch enlargements on paper
sensitive middle emulsion is dyed magenta and from one by one and one-half inch (35-mm.)
the blue-sensitive top emulsion is dyed yellow. For frames show no grain, and the lack of definition
example, if a pure red were photographed, the is negligible. The ultra-fine grain in Kodachrome
red-sensitive layers at the bottom would be af- is made possible by the fact that the reversal
fected by the light while the finished transparency process is used in the development of the film.
would contain dye in only the two upper layers. Color films compared with ordinary films are
The combination of these two upper dyes (ma- slower and possess less latitude. This means that
genta and yellow) would produce the original pure longer and more exact exposures are necessary in
red color when viewed in white light. color photography than in black and white. Since

color film cannot be manipulated in the darkroom
ACTION OF DEVELOPER UNIQUE to compensate for incorrect exposure, exact expo-

sure is required when the picture is taken. Koda-
The action of the all-important dye-coupling chrome has a Scheiner rating of eighteen, which is

developer is unique. The developer is oxidized equivalent to a Weston speed of eight.
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Flat lighting is generally used for color pictures, Haze Filter is used. The haze filter, which is color-
for it reduces great differences of light and less and which requires no change in exposure,
shadow which are often found objectionable in absorbs ultra-violet radiation. The haze filter is
color work. Although a transparency may show used only with Kodachrome Regular; for out-
differences in contrast, say between light and doors, Type A already has a filter which cuts
dark colors, a print of the transparency will not down ultra-violet light. Excessive ultra-violet light
show this contrast so well. Consequently, even may be encountered in distant scenes, snow scenes
illumination should be used if prints are to be and at high altitudes. The haze filter can be used
made. This is a general rule-not an absolute one to put more warmth into a picture taken in the
-for many excellent pictures have been made shade ,on a gray day, and it may also be employed
with jet-black shadows contrasted against spark- to get truer color rendition when photographing
ling colors. Contrast of this nature, however, is water. Use of the filter for a certain scene de-
used chiefly in dramatic photographs, and it re- pends, of course, upon the effect wanted by the
quires sound judgment of color values on the part photographer.
of the photographer.

Simply because overcast days provide poor
lighting conditions for monochrome photography,
the same does not necessarily hold true for color.
In fact, many subjects which show much contrast
in full sunlight are beautifully recorded in subdued
light. Often a compromise exposure is needed for
a certain subject; this is derived from several dif-
ferential readings taken with the exposure meter.
It is important to take the readings carefully if a
good picture is to be obtained. The average ex-
posure for full sunlight illumination is 1/60 sec-
-ondat F :6.3, but it is advisable to take a reading
for every picture. The surest way to get tech-
nically good pictures is to follow closely the
instructions that come with the film.

Because of the great amount of yellow and red
in our artificial lighting, and because most people
d - b - ts i · t th b Courtesy Eastman Kodak.esrre to see 0 jec s In PIC ures as ey remem er
them in daylight, two types of Kodachrome are Comparison of types of Kodachrome

available. The first is regular Kodachrome for It ho ld b b d th t ful comnosi-. sue remem ere a care U compost-daylight use; the second IS Type A Kodachrome, .. . .
hi h k b · t h t h d b tifi · I tion IS required In color photography-for a trans-w IC rna es 0 jec s P 0 ograp e y ar 1 CIa -k _ .

.. parency, II e a mOVIeframe, IS not cropped. Also,
light appear as If they were photographed by day- when dealin ith I h t h t.. - g WI co or, a p 0 ograp er mus
light. Instead of changing films, a photographer keep in mi d th t diff t I h ·· n a 1 eren co ors ave varyingmay merely use a special filter to use one type film amounts f tt ti f th d
• - 0 a rae Ion or e eye an eonse-In the other type of light. For example, to use I.. ' , .. .
d I- ht til d tifi - I I- ht K k h quent y, If a picture has poor color composition Itay 19 m un er ar 1 CIa Ig a 0 ac rome will appear unbalanc d t th
Filter for Photoflood is placed over the lens. The e 0 e eye.
filter is. bluish to eliminate the excess red. and WASH-OFF RELIEF PROCESS
yellow light, Regular Kodachrome used WIth a
filter under artificial light is much slower than Several methods may. be used for making color
Type A, but Type A plus its filter has the same prints; the process recommended by Eastman is
speed as the Regular in daylight. Therefore, for known as the Wash-off Relief Process, The prin-
an all-purpose film, Type A should be used. ciple of the wash-off is as follows: The first thing

required is a set of color-separation negatives,
KODACHROME HAZE FILTER made either directly from the subject itself or

from a transparency. This requirement is com-
Since ultra-violet radiations record as viOlet in mon to all methods of making color prints. There-

Kodachrome, it may be desired to eliminate the fore, many professional photographers who de-
ultra-violet when it is in excess to obtain correct sire prints, make color-separation negatives from
color rendition. For this purpose a Kodachrome (Continued on Page 28)
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Cincinnati Highway Maintenance Engineers to Executives
(Continued from Page 8) (C ti d f P 10)

sand is stored. Meanwhile the asphalt cement is on mue . rom age
pumped in a continuous flow through steam- not the data be in miles per gallon? Yet, in letters,
jacketed pipes from the asphalt storage tanks. reports, conferences and conversations, informa-
The flow in the pipes is interrupted only when tion which should be on a comparable basis is,
the asphalt cement is being poured into the mixing presented in forms as bad, and sometimes worse
chamber along with the sand and dust, which fall than that given in the illustration above.
from separate weighing pans. After the three in-
gredients are thoroughly mixed, the sheet asphalt, AVOID HABIT OF ALIBIS
as it is now called, is conveyed by a chute into a
truck waiting below. The temperature at this Laziness and a disregard for others are the
point ranges from 3250 to 3750 F. usual reasons for poorly presented information.

Asphaltic binder and asphaltic concrete differ A while ago, we said some poor habits should be
from the sheet asphalt in that they both contain fired and some better ones hired if we are to be-
stone as an additional constituent. They differ come executive-minded. Why get into- the habit
from each other primarily in the percentage of the of making excuses and alibis? I have noticed that
ingredients in the mixtures. Both are used as a the more successful men never make excuses,
base for sheet asphalt, whether on the construction while further down the line excuses and alibis are
of a new street or on the restoration of a cut. regarded as an indoor sport or as an art. Excuses

The essential difference between the preceding are a kind of mental blindfold that hides the truth
materials and bituminous concrete is that the lat- from you and keeps you from progressing. How
ter is a cold-mix product while the others are hot- are you to get out of the habit of making excuses?
mix ones. In making bituminous concrete, this Do you accept the fact that you have the possi-
asphalt cement is hot enough to flow, but the stone bility of controlling your own success to a very
constituent is unheated. The ingredients are high degree? If you do, you will examine the re-
mixed with a liquefier that dissolves the asphalt sults of your actions daily-or more often----t0
cement; as this liquefier evaporates, the mixture see wherein you have succeeded, or wh-at you
hardens. Piles of this material can be left exposed might have done to prevent some lack of success.
to the air for several weeks and still remain in a It is up to you to control conditions and to influ-
workable condition, since the portion in contact ence p-eoplewith whom you are associated. With
with the air forms a protective coating around the this viewpoint, excuses will diminish and results
remainder. The location of the street to be re- will improve.
paired, the amount of money to be spent and the How many people do you know who will cheer-
area to be resurfaced are the main factors that are fully take all credit and praise available, but who
considered before deciding which of the above fight-almost fiercely-any blame or discredit.
materials will be used on the repair job. If you will school yourself to accept credit with

TESTING LABORATORY modesty and criticism or failure with grace, you
In addition to making the above mentioned ma- will employ a habit of great value.

terials, the city maintains a testing laboratory at Fairness in dealing with others is essential if
the plant. It is in this laboratory that the per- you wish to become a leader and to remain one.
centage composition of the mixes that leave the I have watched groups of people and observed
plant are determined. The fineness or coarseness that, almost instinctively, they choose from their
of the sand or stone, the ductility and penetrability group one in whom they have confidence, and they
of the asphalt mixes, and the solubility of the look to him as a leader. Perhaps, he has reflected
bitumen, asphalt cement and tar are the essential qualities of potential leadership. It is this type of
things that are determined from time to time. man whom the management considers for ad-

This new plant is almost entirely automatic, all vancement; such a man should be able to organize
measuring and weighing of materials being regu- and to coordinate the work of others. This implies
lated by electric eyes. Dust and noise nuisances the development of their talents so that they in
have been practically eliminated. A system of turn will advance. He will not allow himself to
signal lights warns the lone operator when any become swamped with a mass of accumulated
of the plant units are not functioning properly. In difficulties; otherwise, he will be on the "defen-
this way, highway maintenance groups have ad- sive" instead of on the "offensive" side in the
vanced far from the ancient methods involved in battle of business.
providing suitable streets for the traveling public. (Continued on Page 28)
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" Wh t'· N 7"••• wben "e wrote a S In a arne.
The Bard of Avon was right ahout ample. Fine!-except they dial alike!
the rose-its name is unimportant. For the first two letters of each ap-
But if he'd had anything to do with pear in the same finger spaces on the
naming telephone exchanges, he'd dial.
have learned a lot! Often hundreds of names are listed,

Names must he easy to pronounce studied, discarded hefore one is
and transmit-must not look or sound found that meets all requirements.
like other exchange names-must not Such care in every phase of Bell
use the same dial finger spaces. System work helps to make your

Take MUIR and OTIS, for ex- telephone service the world's finest.

Why not telephone home often? Long Distance rates to most
points are lowest any night after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday.
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ALUMNI IN GOVERNMENTAL POSITIONS
Dawn Ccrnell, Bus.Ad. 142

The work of the following alumni illustrates but a few

of the [cbs available in various divisions of the government.

The enormous expansion of our country's de- of working plans up to date with accompanying
fense machine has called an unprecedented number change-orders and did many other things to help
of engineers into the employment of the govern- bring the project closer to completion. When
mente While many of these engineers are taken Greenhills was completed, he took a job with the
into the regular army as officers, even greater Flood Control Division of the U. S. Engineer's
numbers are serving on projects which include Office. Here he was at first topographic drafts-
.problems of design, construction, production and man, and later supervisor acting directly under
inspection. the chief draftsman. But with the need for ex-

Formerly it seemed that a majority of engineers perienced men to hurry national defense work
employed by the government could be found on along, Richardson was "loaned out" to assist
jobs which were basically of a civil engineering in the architectural section of the U. S. Engineers
nature. To cite examples, one can mention the Office,where he probably will stay until the army
T. V. A. project and the construction of huge dams calls, or until there is no longer need for additional
and flood walls. Today the situation seems to have national defense work.
been reversed, for the new program of national Although John H. Ames, Met. E. '15, is not
preparedness has sent forth a call for such a great now employed by any governmental office, he has
number of engineers that many small industries been until recently on the staff of the City .Man-
can no longer hire the competent and well-pre- ager of Cincinnati. Soon after graduation,
pared engineers which were formerly available. Ames discovered that his real interest was in-

It does not require a vigorous imagination to dustrial engineering and management rather than
realize the hugeness of tasks which must be ful- metallurgical engineering. In 1933, with a great
filled by engineers of today. The manufacture of deal of experience in industrial engineering, he
explosives is only a single industry which must be was appointed Clerk of Police for the City of
guided by the chemical engineer. Here the metal- Cincinnati. In this capacity he had charge of
lurgist and organic chemist join their knowledge management of the metropolitan police force;
toward the solution of numerous problems, while this included such details as organization, records
at the same time, the commercial engineer and reports of the force, standard practice, com-
may step into the scene to provide more efficient munications, analysis of statistics and financial
methods of production and distribution. control. Another important phase was the super-

Let us consider an example which is more evi- vision of a two-year survey which led to the
dent to the citizens of Cincinnati-the new Wright scientific distribution of the police force. In 1936
Engine Plant in Lockland. After civil engineers he was appointed Executive Assistant to the City
have completed the construction of the plant, the Manager and later Director of Safety. As such,
work of aeronautical, mechanical, electrical and he was in complete charge of the administration
metallurgical engineers has just begun. of the police, fire, public welfare, buildings and

The more widely known talks of engineers in the markets, and weights and measures departments
defense program have been mentioned above. of the city government. Now in another industry,
However, from our own college are many grad- Ames places to a large degree the responsibility
uates who are employed in other phases of gov- for his success in many fields on his basic training
ernmental work. To illustrate these other jobs as a co-op student.
open to engineering graduates, the following ac- Another architect, Vincent D. G'rentzenberg,
counts of alumni are offered. 1928, is now Supervising Architect in the Treas-

Soon after graduation, Carlton L. Richardson, ury Department at Washington. Grentzenberg
B.S. Arch. '34, secured a position with the Farm was working for an architectural firm in
Security Administration at Greenhills. While Cincinnati in the lean year of 1930, when he
there he did topographic drafting, kept a key set heard of a Civil Service examination for archi-
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tects. He took the examination for the most part "SEEN AND HEARD"
out of curiosity, but he received the appointment
and moved to Washington to work in what is THE graduates of 1940 carryon . . . . .
probably the largest architectural office in the HELEN CROW, Bus. Ad., delving into per-
world-the Public Buildings Administration. This sonnel work at the Graduate School of Columbia
branch of our federal government handles the University ... BOB KERR, Ch. E., putting the
design, supervision of construction, and preserva- tin on tin cans at the Wilson and Bennett Company
tion of federal buildings and projects, including in Chicago ... HOWARD SPEER, Com. E., speed-
such varied structures as post offices, quarantine ing up production for defense needs at Cincinnati
stations, embassies and defense housing located Milling Machine ... EARL JOHNSON, E. E.,
in all parts of the country. In particular, designing better radio tube-testing equipment for
Grentzenberg and his colleagues are charged with the Dayton Acme Company . . . CHARLES
the preservation, repair and alteration of existing NICELY, Bus. Ad., moving over to Teachers Col-
structures and improvements, and there are to lege for training in teaching high school pupils
date more than three thousand such federal build- all about the business world ... JAMES WEILER,
ings, Ch. E., mingling with medical students as a

Although this work does not permit the freedom research assistant in physiology ... GEORGE
of design encountered when doing new work, and MORTON, C. E., and TOM SHARKEY, C. E.,
Professor Pickering might be alarmed at some joining lots of other "alums" on the TVA project
arrangements made necessary by the confliction -maybe they're building a dam. SUSANNE
of existing construction and required provisions, WOLFE, Bus. Ad., last year's Circulation Man-
nevertheless, the problems which come up may ager, taking dictation from the Treasurer of the
be considered design problems in that the solution Giebel Machine Tool Company in "Little Old New
must be both practical and aesthetic. To you who York" ... ROBERT PAN IAN, E. E., doing things
are interested in Civil Service careers he passes to motors up in Dayton at the Delco Products
along this advice-write to the Civil Service Com- Company... CHARLES JORDAN, Bus. Ad.,
mission in Washington giving your education and making time studies on other alumni at the
experience and requesting announcements of F'rigidaire Corporation ... VIRGINIA ASBURY,
future examinations closely related to your pro- B. S. A. A., wielding an airbrush at the Kemper-
fession. Or if you would like a bit of travel, write Thomas Company ... HAINS LANDEN, Bus.
to the Panama Canal Commission, which offers Ad., touring the country selling Proctor and Gam-
opportunity to engineers interested in going to the ble products, with WILLIAM SLUSS, Bus. Ad.,
Canal Zone. keeping track of his orders in the Accounting De-

Lester F. Buchtman, Com. E. '28, is another partment · · . RUSSEL CATLIN, C. E., repairing
alumnus doing interesting work in the govern- old highways and building new ones for the Ohio
ment field. Soon after graduation he took a Civil State Highway Commission at Middletown . . .
Service examination for statistical clerks, and MARGARET MILLIGAN, B. S. A. A. designing
received an appointment to the Cincinnati Board next year's dresses for Ward-Stilson Company at
of Education Psychological Laboratory; later he Anderson, Indiana ... BOB BUTTS, E. E., with
transferred to the City of Cincinnati Department other grads at Crosley's, sending WLW programs
of Purchasing, where he is now acting City Pur- around the world ... FRED BREULEUX, Bus.
chasing Agent. One of his first special assign- Ad., buying the ingredients for Proctor and Gam-
ments in the office was to compile a price index of ble's soaps ... RAYMOND ROST, Ch, E., de-
city purchases; the index is now being used to signing stills at Vulcan Copper Company . . .
obtain more and better competition, with the re- WILMA LOICHINGER Bus. Ad.· keeping the
suIting decrease in prices. One of the most inter- accounts balanced at the Kroger' Grocery and
esting phases o~ his present work is the sale of all Baking Company . . . CURTIS VARLAND,
obsolete material and scrap accumulated by the c't E ti f th t f t I th t u S
it f C· · t· H h h d occasi om. ., accoun mg or eons 0 s ee a . .

C1 Y 0 m.cmna 1. e as a occasion to se~l all Steel makes in Pittsbur h ... ED SMITH Ch. E.
sorts of things from garbage to rags and old Iron. . . . ? ' . '
I d t h dl th diffi It hasi b supervising special plating Jobs for Republic Steeln or er 0 an eel cu pure aSlng pro _ . .
lems which come up, Buchtman finds that a··.· .JOHN TORBECK, Bus. ~d., m e~ecutlve
definite policy is necessary, together with a sys- training at Sears Roebuck, adding to hIS U. C.
tematized procedure. And the question, "What knowledge of Business Administration ... JAMES
would you do if it were your money?" is another SEEGER, E. E., manufacturing little sunbeams
good guide to competent purchasing. at the Sunbeam Electrical Company.
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Engineers to Executives are superimposed upon the paper to give the
(Continued from Page 24) completed print.

Attitude is very important. Just what attitude To have an eight by ten-inch enlargement made
should a young man who wishes to succeed take costs from five to ten dollars. A skilled amateur
toward the industry in which he is employed? Why with a well-equipped darkroom could make such
not take the best one, the ownership attitude? It an enlargement for a little over one dollar. The
may some day lead you to ownership. Pretend difference in cost is due to the labor involved.
that the business is your own work. This is the Color photography has been brought within
background of executives. the reach of anyone who possesses little more

Capacity to accomplish things is another ear- than the barest necessities in the way of equip-·
mark of a leader, and it is important. Just a spurt ment. It offers new challenges in picture-taking
now and then will not do. It is your batting aver- technique, opportunity for finer craftsmanship
age that counts. How will you know what your in developing and printing-and breathtaking
average is-by comparing your performance with beauty and realism in the finished picture.
the other men around you? No-but compare
yourself with men in advance of you.

The existence of an industry implies the pres-
ence of customers. The most valuable executive
is one who, in his own manufacturing, has his
customer's viewpoint and interest foremost, for
in the last analysis the customer is the "boss".
Therefore, no one should become highly opinion-
ated with the title of an executive because he is
only privileged to serve the ultimate boss.

He who studies so as to serve this ultimate
boss also studies to become an executive.

Snap Them in Color
(Continued from Page 23)

the subject so as to save the added expense and
work involved in making a transparency. Most
professional work involves no action photography,
but if action shots in color are desired the only
practical way to obtain them is by the use of
color film.

After the three color-separation negatives are
obtained, prints are made from them on Eastman
Wash-Off Relief Film. The size of these prints
determines the size of the complete color print, so
they are made either by contact or by enlargement,
depending upon the size color print wanted. The
prints are so developed and bleached that the
gelatin image formed on the film is in the form of
a relief, the actual thickness of which is propor-
tional to the density of the original image at any
particular point.

EACH FILM DYED
Each film, now known as a matrix, is dyed in a

color complementary to the color of the filter used
to produce the negative from which the matrix
was made. The amount of dye absorbed is pro-
portional to the height of the relief image. The
dye from each matrix is transferred to the paper
base in such a manner that the three dyed images
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For nearly a half century. Foy's Finishes have been
manufactured to fit exacting requirements of
schools. factories. power plants. hotels. hospitals.
theaters. office buildings. etc. Foy stands for
absolute dependability plus the utmost in value and
beauty, always.

THE FOY PAINT CO., INC.
CINCINNATI

Phone MElrose 4270
(Retail Dept.: 230 East Fifth Street)
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The Bridge that Fell
(Continued from Page 15)

velocity. Sometimes 'very considerable vertical
waves were' produced by winds as low as 4-m.p.h.,
and again there would be no waves in winds as
high as 32-m.p.h. This is understandable when we
consider that the wind is not a steady horizontal
force, but is rather a force made up of areas of
varying intensities and directions. The 4-m.p.h.
wind might have been gusty and spasmodic, a type
of wind that would cause undulations; on the
other hand, it might have been from a direction
other than perpendicular to the span.

Steps had been taken shortly after completion
of the bridge to check the motions which the
bridge underwent. Tiedown cables with stress-
limiting links were put in the side spans 300 feet
out from each anchorage; at midspan, diagonal
stay-members were placed between main cables
and girders. Hydraulic brakes to check longitudi-
nal motion of the deck were installed at the towers.

Five days before the bridge failure, the research
work inthe wind tunnel on the stabilization of the
bridge was completed. It was found that either
perforating the stiffening girders up to 25 per
cent of their area, or putting a deflector vane a
short distance away from the girder, would help
to solve the problem. Before either of these
devices could be put into practice, the structure
crashed into Puget Sound.

Leon Moisseiff, the bridge designer, said that the
bridge failed because of lack of knowledge of aero-
dynamics, and that lack of funds had forced the
building of a bridge unprecedently narrow for its
length. In Tacoma, Clark Eldridge, Chief Engi-
neer of the bridge, charged bitterly that State
Highway Engineers had protested the design and
had been told that federal money-lending agencies
demanded the employment of a nationally famous
engineer as a requirement for lending the money.

The intensity of interest in the Tacoma-Nar-
rows Bridge failure and the extent to which this
interest has spread arises from the desire for full
reassurance about suspension bridges now in use
or proposed for construction. Unless conditions
for other bridges are uniquely the same as the
conditions at Tacoma-Narrows, the possibility of
collapse is extremely remote. What this collapse
showed clearly was that it is necessary henceforth
to give consideration to energy and elastic move-
ments in such structures, whereas formerly we
have been content to consider only forces and
static resistance. Incompetence or neglect cannot
be blamed for the Tacoma-N arrows collapse, the
greatest bridge failure in history.
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A new book by LeBlond •.. strikingly illustrated
with colorful murals •.• depicting in symbolic
realism the American scene yesterday, today,
and tomorrow.

The accompanying story is that of LeBlond
lathes which daily augment the vast horde of
whirling spindles throughout American industry.

Read it today. Copies
available in the Library,
Baldwin Hal/.

The R. K. LeBlond
Machine Tool Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

A VALUABLE COMBINATION
Today our National Defense Program is requiring more of

our plants to "STEP-U P" production. This means more trained
men and HYPROduction machines. Cincinnati Hypro Plan-
ers, Vertical Boring Mills and Planer Type Millers are playing
a very important part in this program.

These machines are designed primarily to "STEP UP" pro-
duction on work in their own field whether it be for National
Defense or to raise our standard of living by cutting manu-
facturing costs.

Some day you may be required to "STEP-UP" production
in your own plant or in your own capacity. When this time
comes. we seriously request you to consider the design and
HYPRO-duction features of our machines.

Trained men and HYPROduction machines make possible
our high standard of living.

THE CINCINNATI PLANER co.
CINCINNATI. OHIO
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NIGHT BASEBALL
Six major league parks have been equipped
by Westinghouse for night baseball. Each
of these "8-tower" installations develops
approximately the following amount of light:
1. 750,000 Candle power
2. 100,000,000 Candle power
3. 2,575,000 Candle power
4. 210,000,000 Candle power

THE STERILAMP~
Science has acc lai med the new Sterilamp
developed by Westinghouse because:
1. It provides normal daylight for class-

rooms, offices and factories.
2. It facilitates medical diagnosis of dif-

ficult pathological conditions.
3. It kills micro-organisms with ultraviolet

radiation.
4. It extends the range of airway beacons.

THE ATOM SMASHER
The giant 90-ton atom smasher in the
Westinghouse Research Laboratories is used
principally for:
1. Testing the tensile strength of metal.
2. Measuring, the impact of projectiles.
3. Conducting theoretical research in nu-

clear physics.
4. Providing high-voltage beam for deep

X-raying.

LONGEST ELECTRIC STAIRWAY
Two years ago Westinghouse engineered and
built the longest electric stairway ever used
in this country. It was designed to:
1. Save subway riders millions of steps.
2. Transport passengers to the top of the

Empire State Building.
3. Carry shoppers from floor to floor in

Macy's Department Store.
4. Transport World's Fair visitors to the

inside of the Perisphere,

THE LARGEST TELESCOPE
The 200-inch telescope for which Westing-
house designed and built the mounting is
,now being erected:
1. On Mt.~ Palomar, California.
2. On Bear Mountain, New York.
3. On Sankaty Head, Nantucket.
4. On a mountain in Aberdeen-Hoquiam,

Washington.

THE TIME CAPSULE
The Westinghouse Time Capsule buried on
the site of the New York World's Fair
contains:
1. Various plans for universal peace.
2. A record of contemporary civilization.
3. Autographs of celebrities who visited the

N. Y. World's Fair.
4. A list of the most important electrical

inventions of the twentieth century.

Just a Word
Before You Begin

Here's an opportunity to test your
knowledge of electricity and meas-
ure your familiarity with impor-
tant developments in the field of
science.

Optional answers are provided
for each of the six situations illus-
trated at the left. Your task is to
select the one that's correct. So that
there'll he no temptation to peek,
the answers are printed below, up
side 'down.

If you get four out of six correct
your knowledge of electricity is
~verage. Five out of, six is good. If
you chalk up a perfect score the
class ought to vote you "most likely
to succeed."

* ANSWERS *
-~ ·suY················ ..········grnsdl1:J gm!J, gqJ,

-£ ·suY ..·..·.... ··.... · · .Igqsl1ms mOlY gqJ,

••• ·'mY ··············· · gdO;lSgrgJ, lSg2.Il1~

-£ ·suY · · ·· ..·· dml1rpglS gqJ,

-" ·SUY · ·Al1M..I!l1IS oppgr3: lSg~UO~

-" ·suY ..·· •·•..•.... ·.. ·..·.... · IIl1QgSl1H Iq~!N

~stinghouse ·
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Engineering College and Defense
(Continued from Page 6)

The Navy did not find itself so favorably situ-
ated in the face of the unprecedented expansion
to a two-ocean navy. The Naval R. O. T.C. is not
widespread and can contribute to only a small ex-
tent to supplying the shortages in officers. To over-
come this handicap, the Navy Department has sent
recruiting parties to a selected group of engineer-
ing colleges with the specific mission of bringing
into the Naval Reserve a sufficient number of grad-
uate engineers. On February 7, Admiral Yarnell
and a group of Naval Officers visited the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati and outlined fully the oppor-
tunities for engineering. work in the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Ships, and Ordnance before the
junior and senior classes of engineers. Those
students selected from the seniors will be com-
missioned as ensigns in the Naval Reserve Corps
immediately upon graduation, and no doubt all of
them will be ordered to active duty shortly there-
after. The juniors. will be given provisional ap-
pointments until graduation. The provisional ap-
pointment will exempt them from the selective
service draft until graduation in 1942. If they
accept a reserve commission at that time they will
be subject to active duty call if needed, and as
reserve officers are exempt from selective service.

This plan had such a wide appeal to the students
that many more applications were made from the
two classes than there are vacancies to be filled.

It is evident from the foregoing that the part
the College of Engineering and Commerce is play-
ing in national defense ·is considerable. Contrib-
uting directly to the commissioned personnel
through the R. O. T. C. and the Naval Reserve
Corps, through short in-service courses in the
evening college and in the regular evening college
work, and through normal cooperative training
of undergraduates, the total is an impressive one.
Indeed, every student who continues methodically
with his education is contributing to a very great
extent toward total defense.

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

Telephone, AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET

CINCINNATI SCIENTIFIC COMPANY-224 MAIN STREET
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For Your Convenience ...
We Offer You Complete Banking
Facilities to Fill Your Every Bank-
ing Need-at OUf

CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE
Clifton and McMillan, Hughes Corner

THE WESTERN BANK

& TRUST CO.
Other Offices

Twelfth and Vine 5ts.
Paddock and California, Bond Hill

Member Federal Reserve System.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Established 1875

I Lefl-Gear for re-
f traetable landing

gear efficiently
milled on No. 12
Plain Milling Ma"
chine.

Righf-Accurat.ely
sizing base of cyl-
inder on No. 20
Plain Grinding
Machine.

EFFICIENT AIRCRAFT PARTS PRODUCTION
WITH MODERN BROWN & SHARPE MACHINES

Use B & S equipment to eb-
Write for Catalog. fain the greatest return in
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. d t--
Providence, R.I., U.S.A. pro uc IVlty and accuracy_

, Want help in
1)IIll"TINt. ?

• This I'R B & W Handbook of Common Machine Fasteners" shows
how to represent more than thirty different types of bolts, nuts,
rivets, etc. on assembly and detail drawings where these standard
fasteners appear. This booklet does not give dimensions nor speci-
fications of fasteners, but does show the most widely used conven-
tions for their representation.

More than 30,000 copies have been requested by students, in-
structors, and professional draftsmen. It fits inside a drawing
instrument case. Your copy will be promptly sent to you-free
upon request. Write to our Port Chester address.

R B & W, since 7845, has been a leader in 'he manufacture
of bolts, nuts, rivets, and other threaded fastenings - is today

'he world's leading manufacturer 01 these products.



seeps in through a break in the waterproof (lead
sheath) covering.

Oxides are lead sheaths Enemy No. I" They are
born when the cable is being made; i.e., when the
lead press is being charged. The lead is then
molten and has its greatest affinity for oxygen.

General Electric engineers have solved this
problem with the new "nozzle-swirl" process. In
charging the lead press) any oxides present are
collected, swirled to the center of the molten lead)
pulled to the surface, and scooped off with a
ladle. The nozzle-the secret of the whole process

J NTRODUCING . . . -was developed and patented by a graduate of

A NEW champio?! The. world's lar/?est and the G-E Test Course, C.A. Piercy, Ohio State, '16.
most powerful industr ial X-ray uni t, pack- --

ing a wallop equivalent to $90)000,000 worth of
radium, is now at work in the General Electric
plant at Schenectady.

Stronger by 600,000 volts than others in its
class, the r.coo.ooo-volt monster clips down to
two minutes the old record of an hour to
take a picture through four inches of steel.

The machine is housed in a special building)
with ra-inch concrete walls plus 12 inches of
exterior brick to absorb stray radiations. Another
safeguard for X-ray technicians is the X-ray
safety "wrist watch"-a leather case) worn on the
wrist, carrying a small piece of unexposed X-ray
film. This, when developed at the end of the day) TO THE RESCUE
will show up any scattered X-radiation to which WHEN M th N b . k d_ 0 er ature goes erserx , an
the wearer ill av have been h arm tully exposed. holc t tiff 1 tri

0' woe owns are cu 0 rom e ec rIC power)
that's when repair crews go into sudden action
to find the break and fix it.

In the past power companies have had trans-
formers moun ted on small trailers to be rushed to
location to restore power. Now General Electric
has announced a completely factory-built 1000-

kva mobile substation, first of its type.
This unit) mounted on a huge trailer, can be

towed along at 40 miles an hour. I t can take
power from high-voltage lines of almost any

SCRAM OXIDES' voltage and transform it to service values. When
I • an outage occurs, the substation is whizzed to the

WHEN a high-voltage cable fails) there's the spot, parked, grounded) and tied in. It can also
devil to pay. Lights go out, breakers blow, be used to by-pass regular substations during

production lines clatter to a halt, confusion reigns! repairs or maintenance work. General Electric
Most cable troubles are caused by moisture, which Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

GENERAL. ELECTRI~"




